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PRINCIPLES OF ATOMIC EXPLOSION

RADIOACTIVITY

An atomic explosion differs from one of .the conventional type in the respect that the reaction taking .
place is not merely the rearrangement of the atoms
among themmlves, but rather of the redistribution
.-

.

atomic nuclei.
There are many kinds of nuclear reactions brought
about deliberately. Some of these involve the bornbardment of atomic nuclei by electrically charged
particles, such as protons and alpha particles, which
have been accelerated to high speeds, thas is, given

4

pressure in' ball ef bra

It is' of interest to note b t most of tbe energy
radiated in an atomic explosion appears after the
point of minimum Iuminosiep of the ball of fire.
'. There remain-aow to be conaidered whatimay bes
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material located in this area will be vaporiaed -and
taken into the ball of' fire. Small sdfid particles of
t h e e materials will a180 separate out as the gas hubble aooIs.
,.
'

.

In the event of a crater being formed, considerable
quantities of dirt will be present. But i t , appears
r unlikely that there will ,be any appreciable pratef
formation for the explosion of an atomic bomb at
heights exceeding 250 feet.
At first the rising' ball of fire carries the particks
upward, but after a time they begin to fall under the
influence of gravity at varioua rates dependent on
their size.

The importance or m e fall-out des in iwi raaioactivity. It may be stated that only in exceptional
circumstances would the intensity of the activity be
great epough to constitute a haaad upon reaching
the ground. The fall-out, consisting mostly of water
drops, would also be important if the detonaqon took
place at a low level-above the surface of water; and
the presence of salt in the water would enhance the
hward.
When an atomic bomb is detonated under water
the phenomena observed differ, as might be anticipated, from those described above for an air burst.
The sequence of the underwater explosion is as' follows. First a ball of fire is formed under water, this
rises to the surface ae a bubble of hot gaeee.
Next,
b slick forma on the surface of the water, out of this
rises a cloud chamber like shape. Following the &&
a mourid of water called the. spray dome is thrown up
into the air. This column of water mixes with the rising hot gases and forms the plume. Out of this &s'
the familiar mushroom shaped cloud.

Mushroom cloud attaining height of 5 miles after "Able" test
explosion. Ice cap or scarf cloud at top consists of myriads
of small ice crystals; gases above the mushroom expand and
are consequently cooled, thus causing water vapor in the
atmosphere to be converted into ice.

THE FALLOUT
When the radioactive, metallic oxide particles in
the cloud collide with the particles of dirt, which
are in general considerably larger, they adhere. Consequently, the dirt particlee in the cloud become
contaminated with radioactivity. When the violence
of the disturbance due to the bomb has subsided, the
contaminated dirt particles gradually fall back to
earth, giving rise to the phenomenon known as the

f all-out.
i

The ''cloud-chamber" effect absented after the underwater
p~ake?') explosion at Bikini. The slick, due to shock wave,
*an he seen.

This clouds contains %me of the fission products
and other bomb constituents, as well as water droplets. In addition,. there is evidence that material
sucked up from the bottom is also present.
When the water from the plume falls back in@ the
water it creates a wall of dense mist called tlie base
surge. As the base surge travels gutward it gradually
lift's from the surface and after 5 minutes assumes
the shape of a mass of clouds. A moderate to heavy
rainfall moving with the wind and lasting for nearly
an hour comes from.these clouds. This raln is veV'
dangerous because it is highly radiciactive.
I

Fom'tttion of the plume (colnnun) in the UBaker"test.

The basic

surge &;eloping

after the "Baker" test.

Mushroom olovu wnd first stagee ~f of*
nurse following
underwater ("Baker") e% losian at Bikini. Water ia be@nning
!o tall back f o m column into lagaep.
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SHOCK FROM AIR BURST
g

The &act h*ht"of thg burst above the grad &
The. shock wave pro'duced by an air-burst atomic
b a d ia, fr6m the point of view of weapon delivery not ~ p o b t int ite effecteon the blast-received at a
and disrupti~eeffect, the most bportant agent .in point who& diatance from the bomb is several times
p ~ d u c i n gdeetmction, Thie impliee that the other the height oP"bumt. h the immediate neighborhood ,
characteristics of an atomic bcmh which can be a-of a ground burst a target s d e r s extremely high
additioa to avoiding overdestruction, ah
wadire, eueh as the presence of thermal w d p-ures.
:
minimizes the shielding ,
-b1d
radiqtibm, neutrolw, gamma ray% and h i o n air barst at tdki6nt he&
structur13s
thwe near the detonafion.
prpduet~~,
are, at present, not serious competitors in of *ate
There are two argumefita, which favor an air burst,
,t% prodaction of damage by a bomb which is buret
qtzite apaiet from tlie iaffuenoe of oblique reflection.
ii fZle air.
a bo,& burst' close to the ground i? a a - '
X&allj, ip the hbt central region of the bo& the RZX&,
p w w exCmds atmo8plieric by perhaps a fadtot_af panied by cratering and melting; s f the ground, and
-p
h ~ d G t 3thowahd. As the shock front moves hen& them is a lom,of energy from the blasr. $eeond,,
W r d ~3 the hot m#on *growsin voIume,-it takes an air bum avoide much Bhielding of one structure
& ' ~ ~ : & r0izMde
n
c~f' & e ' e b k front and drops in by another. An mdeairable feature of an air EMr%d
is. the fact that the b o d in fmther rem6Gei1E r q &e
~ '
tfap6fiW &d kxe-2.
"

.

.

target than it would be if itwere burst on the ground. go repeated cycles of expansiom and contractiona ,
To compensate, there is _the fact that the high-prew
As a result of the severas dpnamical mnditions
sdre region of a bomb G i t on or close to the g o a d which determine the motion, the bubble spends moat
wodd overdestroy the target in the near sidnity ol of itq'&me in an expanded condition, and the p&r*
the bomb.
sure of the gas is iese than the preeeure during th&
Direct$$>under the bomb, i. e., at ground zero, re- greater part, of the cycle.
f l m t i ~ ~ i f r othe
m ground ~ a r t l ycom~eniatesfor the
t the vertical
One of the main reasons for i n t e r ~in
loss ih oyerpressure due to the increase in distance motjon of the gas bubble is that for a charge exfrom the bomb to the target area which accompanies ploaed beneath a ship's hull the bubble will have
an air burst.
approached the target during its first period. Comequently, the pressure pulse radiated at the end of the
BLAST DAMAGE
Actually, when the target, for example the wall of period will have a shorter distance to travel and will
a house, is struck, it receives two blows if there is be more intense upon arrival at the target.
It was stated that the first observed effect of the
regular reflection by the ground in its vicinity: one
by the direct and one by the reflected blast wave. shock wave to reach the .mrface is the apgwmnce of
A qualitative description will be given of the shock the slick, and this is soon followed by the spray idpme.
phenomena accompanying underwater and under- The latter is thrown up directly over the charge,by.
ground explosions. The shock wave is respcnsibie for the reflection of the blast wave at the surface.
The bubble of hot gases formed in an undimater
the major amount of the damage resulting from an
explosion
reaches the surface essentially intact, prounderwater burst. After the explosion, the gaseous
vided
the
burst
is not too deep. Here, the pressure of
products of the detonation reaction are contained
the
bubble
is
relieved,
and water rushes &to the
in a bubble, possessing contiderable energy. As it
cavity
forming
a
jet.
This
complex phenomenotl
rises to the surface, it pulsates:with $he emission of
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UNI)ERWATER @XPLOSION

&
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.& a remb oE &e pxp1~ki&;#f an atomic omb,
After th'e conde
t r e m e n d o ~temtger8-hl
an#&pepres are realized spike-like jets wem aeeq thrusting out through the
in a region so small that f&@~6ticalpurppses a ' sides of the plumb%$v.s at first thoiight that t h e
po+t source can be assumed. The +tense r a d i a a a jetrs were nearly entinely water.
of heat results in the very rapid vaporization of large
Tbe jets, and therefore also the entire plume, @ontquantities
of
water.
After
a
few
microseconds,
there
sisted
of a relatively small weight of water suspended
6;g! ;$will exist a globe consisting of the fisslon products as drops in air.
$, - %-togetherwith large amounts of water vapor.
After 10 to 12 seconds, the suspension of water and
6 -'F '-2
Approximately
half
of
the
energy
released
by
the
air
over the entire periphery of the column consti,
ki;---%: explosion is radiated outward by 'the shock wave.
tuting
the plume began to fall rapidly.
hh
+.;- nvr After the shock wave has Seen emitted by an ordinTHJ3 BASE SURGE
;,i_'*;ary high explosive, nearly half of the initial energy
AB the falling Suspension of Water bi air from the
in the gaseous detonation pro.
xx '.
of explosion
Outer part of the column reached the sea surface, it
The gas bubble expands rapidly, and the
and
as the base surgedual energy of the gas is imparted to the water. The
The
front
the
Surge
at first Sloped inward
water in the neighborhood of the bubble has a high
the water surface- BY 60 Seconds, the front,$ad
velocity. Because of the inertia of the water,
rounded profile of a dust cloqd
the expansion
of the bubble continues until the gas assumed the
pressure falle. In time, the pressure deficiency brings Or
bankAt 12 seconds, the suspended material in the cadiflow of water to a stop and the bubble
the
cloud began to fall back to the lagoon in large
begins to contract. During the contraction, the gas
pressure is increased, and because of the inertia of masses.
For the first 2.5 minutes, the height of tlze top of
the water, the contraction phase of the mation continue8 until the gas pressure is again greater.. This the base surge increased irregplarl~kutcontinuously
procees may be repeated, and the bubble may under- up to about 1,800 feet. Between 3 and 4 minuteo the
&'
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mti~tant,whj& probably
&ekkIcaunterpclm in tbvs
other :~~xi&uction
-8
twl6aW
art
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THERMAL RADIATION
It was pointed out that the radiations from an
atomic explosion may be divided into two major
categories, namely, thermal and nuclear radiations.
These two types of radiation have vestly different
characteristics, and hence will be discussed separately.
The subject of thermal radiation which, as the nam?
implies, refers to the radiation emitted from hot materials by virture of their elevated temperature, will
be considered. Although blast is'responsible for most
of the destruction caused by an atomic bomb, thermal
radiation can make a significant contribution to the
total damage, by producing skin bums in living
organisms and, to a lesser extent, by igniting c o d u s t ible structures and hence initiating fires.
In the early stages of an atomic explosion, radiation and shock phenomena are closely related. At
about 0.1 millisecond after the detonation, the ball

of fire consists of a sphere of about 50 feet radius,
having a temperature of about 300,000" C. Because
of the ease with which radiation can travel inside
the sphere, no appreciable temperature gradients
exist within it, and the temperature, as well as the
pressure and density, is uniform. At this stage the
shock front coincides with the surface of the isothermal svhere.
As the explosion proceeds, the shock front expands
at a rate faster than the isothermal ~phere,heating
the air it engulfs; This shack-heated air is quite
opaque to the high-temperature radiation; consequently, the radiation front engulfs new, i. e., shock
heated, air relatively slowly. Throughout this stage,
then, there is a very hot inner core, next comes a
layer of much cooler, shock-heated air, and at its
outer boundary there is the shock front itself.

THERMAL RADIATION EFFECTS
It was seen in the preceding sections that because
of the high temperatures attained in an atomic 9 1 0 sion, the bomb resembles the 86--except for it:bdiagi>
much nearer-in the respect t b i t e vex$ l i r e ;asnokt '
of energy is emitted as thermal radiation. With a
conventional high-explosive bomb, not only is the
total energy release much smaller, but the proportion
of energy that appears as radiatkn is a h very d
less than for an atomic bomb. Ckrweptlendy*the"th& .
ma1 radiation effects of a conventional k m b are 5
significant, but in an atomic explosion they are of
great importance.
The proportion of the thermal radiation that
reaches the earth's surface depends on the distance
from the burst and the clarity of the atmosphere.
An important point in connection with the thermal
ra'diation from an atomic bomb is not only the
amount of energy in this radiation, but also the fact Partial protection against thermal radiation at 6,500 ft. from
that nearly the whole of it is emitted in an extremely gr_ound zero produced "profile" burns. Cap was sufficient to
protect top of head against flash burn.
short time, about 3 seconds from the initiation of the
explosion. In other words, the intensity of the radiaFLASH BURNS
tion, which is a measure of the rate at which it
reaches a particular surface, is very high. Because
One of the striking facts connected with the atomic
of this high intensity, the heat accompanying the bombing of Japan was the large number of casualties
absorption of thermal radiation is produced rapidly, attributed to 'what have been called "flash bums",
most of it in the surface of the body .upon which it caused by the instantaneous thermal radiation. It has
falls. Since only a small proportion of the heat is
been estimated that 20 to 30 percent of fatal casualdissipated by conduction during the short interval,
ties at Hiroshima and Nagasaki were due to such
high surface temperatures are attained.
bums,
as distinct from those who suffered the more
The most important physical effects of the high
familiar
flame bums. Thermal radiation bums were
temperatures due to the absorption of thermal radiation are, of course, ignition or charring of combust- recorded at a distance of 7,500 feet frbfn ground zero
at Hiroshima and as far as 13,000 feet at Nagasaki.
ible materials and the burning of skin.
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age and drop in the available water pressure. diost ,c$
Although @ere were fimbreake, bath aaturaI, 8. g., - the lines above ground wem ,broken by collap*
r i v and
~ open spaces, anid a*ifioid, 6 g, roadq in, buildings and by heat from the fires,which .-1ttd
$iFoehima @d Nap&;
thky were nut very effective. the pipa* At Nagagasaki a large water main 3 fm-be
gWmd
owkg to -even d i * ~ 1 a e k pf
i
ih preventing the-fire from spreadiGg except at the
perimeter of the initial
a=%. The reason for
b~"obIi~e Prm* W N ~
Birq
' ~ m ~ t ~ e o u on
a l vboth h a , a similar main wiw broken dm to &e &torthis was that. fire%
aid- of the firelJieaka, 80 &at t h could
~ ~not serve G0.n of a bridge Upon which it w a s u p ~ r t e d -'
In addition to the so-called flaah burns, or & m a 1
their intended purpose. h ~ilditiogz,oombilstible materisl war freq&entlp strewn acrom the firebreak and radiation bums, described above, niany of the casualopen spaces, wch ae open yarde and street areas, by ttim ir0.m the atomic bomb explotdms were
zo !
the blast of +e explosion, ao they did not prevent the flame b u m . In buildings callapadAy the blast mimy
epread of fire. Neverthelws, %ere were a fek id persons, w h ~might otherwise have s ~ k v e dtheir
stan088 where f i r e b r e k assieted &
..I preventing the iqjuliea, were trapped and b d . ThB barn a d -
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like 4,200 feet from the exploding bomb. At this dis- have an opening away from the source of the radiatance, it is reasonably certain that the neutran htm- tion and still be quite effective, but with slow neusity will be well below the lethal range. In spite of trons this will not be the case. Because of the extenthe approximate nature of the attiatate made above, &ve scattering undergone by slow neutrons from an
it can be concluded that neutEm from an atomic atomic explosion before they reach the earth, their
bomb would not normally repremnt an additional direction of motion will be quite random. They are,
therefore, just as likely to impinge on the opening
hazard.
There is one difference h ly&dor between gamma aa pa the bulk of the shield. Since a proper shield
rays and neutrone to which attention should be would be .effective from radiations from all sides, this
drawn. A gan3fqa rap &.@Id of proper thicknese can peculiarity of neutrons would not be very significant.

RESIDUAL NUCLEAR RADIATIONS AND CONTAMINATION

Illkr,

The residual nuclear radiations, that is to say, those
which are emitted after 1 minute from the instant of
an atomic explosion, would arise mainly from the
fission products, to a lesser extent from the uranium
235 or plutonium 239 which has escaped fission in the
atomic explosion, and, in certain circumstances, from
activity induced by neutrons in various elements
present in the earth or in the sea. Any of the radioactive material which is dispersed in and considerably
diluted by the atmosphere may be ignored. But that
reaching the inhabited surface of the earth in appreciable amounts, for example, as a result of the fallout, a base Surge, or an underground explosion, may
represent a serious ~ h ~ s i o l o g i chazardal
I n addition,
there is the possibility which, although not highly
probable, must nevertheless not be ignored, that
radioactive material might be used deliberately, apart
from an atomic explosion, for the purpose of making
certain areas uninhabitable.
Before proceeding with a more detailed discussion
of the various sources of residual nuclear radiations
and of their properties, further reference will be
made to the matter of radiation dosage. I n the preceding section, interest was centered on the radiation emitted in a very short period of time. The
problem of dosage, sometimes called a "one-shot"
dose, was then quite different from that arising in the
case of the residual nuclear radiations which might
persist for days, weeks or months. A human being

m$si,i.%

of W r d hinilid nmba~
midi*

tion, that is, over a period of a minute or so, would
have a 50 percent chance of survival but, if the
same amount of radiation was absorbed over a period
of a month, the probability of death would be considerably less.

SAFE DOSAGE RATE
After examining all the available information, the
U. S. Committee on X-rays and Radium Protection
concluded in 1936 that the maximum human tolerance dose of X-rays or nuclear radiation, which could
be taken up on successive days, was 0.1 r per day

.
*

over the whole body. In other words, it was thought
that the whole body could absorb up to 0.1 r of radiation per working day for long periods without experiencing permanent h a m . This rate of absorption was accepted as the tolerance dose or permissible
dose of nuclear radiation. However, in order to insure an adequate factor of safety for personnel who
are exposed to radiations every working day for
many years, the accepted permissible dose rate in
the United States has now been reduced to 0.3 r per
week.
1t should be understood
to absorption over the ~ h 6 l ebody, and for chronic
exposures, that'is, repeated and protracted exposurek
over long periods of time. Small areas can be exposed to very much larger quantities of radiation
with-no more than localinjury being experienced.
In addition, there is a difference between acute, that
is, brief or occasional, exposure and the chronic exposure to which the tolerance limit applies. Thus, a
dose of 5,000 r can be used to treat a small skin cancer; this will leave a scar, but there will be no other
permanent effect. Even the whole body may absorb
50 r in one day without any apparent harm. Somewhat larger single doses may have unpleasant consequences, but will not prove fatal unless repeated on
s~ccessivedaysNeutrons from an atomic explosion which reach the
earth's ~urfacemay interact with elements present
there and p m h ~ n&oimtope~.
e
T h e 'Iane~,with bnt
few exceptions, decay by the emission of negative
beta particles, i. e., electrons, frequently accompanied
by gamma radiation. Radioactivity, induced by the
neutrons liberated in the fission process, may persist
for some time, and so it can make a contribution to
the residual radiation activity. As the neutron intensity at the earth's surface decreases rapidly with increasing distance from the bomb, the induced activity
would probably be significant only for relatively low
air bursts, and then at distances not too great from
ground zero. Underwater and undergfound explosions
present special ~roblems.

- 1 L

thbar&

the immediate vicinity of the burst.

i

fimion products .would remain in a finely, divided

As

AIR BURST OVER WAlER

already indicated, a not too high air buret over
- the sea would result in'the formation of neutron.
induced activity in the- water, due mainly to sodium.
The evidence from the Bikini "Able" detonation,
- which took place several hundred feet above the level
of the lagoon, indicates that almost all the fission
products were carried upward in the atoinic cloud.

houses, etc.

UNDERGROUND BURST
Although there are no data available fop the effects
of an underground burst of an atomic born& it is
poaaible to make some qualitative statements concerning the extent of radioactive contamination. The latter will d e p p d markedly on the depth at which the
bomb is exphded, for thL will determine the proportion of the fission products that will be trapped
and the extent t s which they will be mixed with
dislodged dirt. The formation of a crater and the

-20-

contaminated with fission products.
The general conkneus at the present time is that
the area highly contaminated by an underground
explosion would be 1- than in the case of an underwater burst. One reason is that the density of mil is
greater than that of water and so a smaller maes
would be thrown into the air to descend at a distance
from the explosion. However, although the area covered may be less, the radiation intensity might be
correspondingly greater at small diatanoes from the
bomb burst.
+
,.

'
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of activity. Consequently,,
E be manufactured coniin-

.

however, apart from exceptionally highly contambatedl areas, if such denial would be completely
eflecfive. By rotating the personnel, so that no 'indivft+l received an excesmve dose of radiation, the
facifities of the city might be maintained, if on a

to avoid overexposme.
replacement of
While it is impowible to predict, as in the case of
chemical warfare, whether radiological warfare will
be used or not, it is necemary to underetand and %be
prepared for it. Only in the event of being unpre--

-

'

-

MEASUREMENT, OF NUCLEAR RADIATIONS

-

Consider two conducting electrodes, insulated from
one another, placed in a closed vessel containing air.
By connecting these electrodes to a battery, one may
be charged positively and the other negatively. The
potential between the electrodes is proportional to
the charge on them, the two quantities being related

tion chamber.

Suppose, now, that the arrangement just described
is exposed to radiation capable of producing ioni~ation in the air. As they come into the electrical field
between the charged electrodes, a force acts on the
ions, with the result that those of positive sign will
collect on the negative electrode, and vice versa. The
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length of the mean frae p?th.
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bi gamma ray dete=tioa Except for a dcfikte energy made with ionization cha&s
or. with ?%$.ger
q e c t v , it, i s not -pussibhe to dlibqte: it in * e m Miillter yugtera, ,The p r o p d r t i ~ a a ~ - cc+id&r
o~
. '
af dbeags gat*. This i s ' b ~ itccounts
k
the io-ng
. .is.ndt, qften wed, bwewr, aiam if i t i$ made ta ra
,
events rather thm tha iom&&oi pi.$duced in air,. tp'oud to high-eakrgy (hard) h a partic$- it 4
bsuols &ere is qot-4 gnatileal of choice about a h respond to gammc raya, t h leein& ite chid
I
;
the $.mpe clnd wall, material meed: The Geiger-Miiller advantage,,
'
eoonte. o*ai however, be u t i l i d to a o l p p p ktenThe'
-:
i t
*=* tradca on a photognphio emuhion dm&#, wr
=
dtka'pt &&ma my beam6 of the .same"qutl&y, of .pflstrcles will not mwlly , show up 'm.'i & t v i W
,
hilistioa. old it ctin be calibrated in roentgens per t n c 4 but will give a gehezal blcktbs W t y . . :
; h a o r for a particular ga-irih-i-ayenergy distr;bution, of which' will vary with the total n&ar of t b
. m h as the gamma rays from a standard radium particles abaorbed by the film. Th% -fi%-BacFga
J
' ' -rf
:.
a m d e op; ' ~ I o % & $from
~ I ~ , fission, product& Due to meters of the type described for m:
. emrgy depndenck of the Geiger-Miil'ler counter and can be uied f ~ r pereonnel
.
monitoring
. . fa beta
the- 'fact that ite efgdencyda at least,a hundred ti' partic&&
- ,
as-great'for some beta particlea as it is for gamma
The-a$ha pariicies, althqvgh very ,eo.wtio,-sse,
;~ay%~Zt
is luiwhe to employ this i n s t m e n t as a 3uan- neyettheless, d i ~ c u l tto measure. h a w of &e.b~
j
. tittitiwe dev'iee for health monitoring survey wark.
short ranges. The uaefulneisa, of a l p b - d t i m instrp , 3
:
men& b principally foy dema@&tadia w o r k sad
PHOT-MC
METBODS
the activity i9 spec$& in alpha didnteqppai~~~s
per-. .
' , Photographic filw are frequently nesd far measurlrnit Eime par w i t $ m a s f surfam, .
ing ganwa ray dorage, and are especially valuable in
T& pr~Portiona~~buasiiig
chambe?, - t a
&,
.
h,
form of pemonnel badge meters for, permanent
*
at
mrtw1;
;tttn&pherh
preaanre,
can:be:
aajdsted
rw
q w . 4 a . Faem iilrq;badges waafly co&st .of .a pwket
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fil costIol of thd techniiues, ternperatuiq and
strength of the developing and fixing solutions used
for the films is necessary if depehdable cxposure-data
are to be obtained. Care must also be taken of the
filme before development, since it is well known that
they are sensitive to heat, light, moisture, pressure,
etc.
Since beta particles produce considerable ionization along their paths, measurements are usually

Tf a &table phott&aphic emulaion absorbs m
alpha paflicle, the result, after development, .will. be
a dense track which is visible when viewed in a highpower microecope. Individual tracks of a1 ha particles are clearly reeolved if a special, thic film is
used. This method of measuring alpha contamination
requires special techniques and is seldom used in
survey work due, mainly, to the time required for
. the analyds of the film.

Radioactive contamination may be caused by the
fission products formed in the detonation of an
atomic bomb, by neutron-indubed activity in soil and
water, and by the deliberate use of specific radioisotopes, apart from their association with the bomb,
,as radiological warfare agents. T h e e sources wo+d
be largely responsible for external contamination. In
addition, there is the possibility that plutonium

which has escaped fission may act as a contaminant
representing an internal hazard.
There are essentially three ways whereby the hazard associated with radioactive contamination may be
minimized: first, to dispose completely of the material by deep burial in the ground-or at ma; second,
to keep it at a distance for a sutlticient time to permit
the radioactivity to decay to a reasonably safe level;
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IDENTIFICATION OF I ~ C I ~ P E S

ticular radioisotope 'is not ,changed in any way by
chemical reaction. All the latter can do is to convert
the active isotope into a soluble compound, 8 0
it can be detached rtnd washed off a5 a mlution. Cer-

-same
Since one

of the objects of decontamination
to
prevent internal absorption of radioactive
brief mention may be
here of the hmarde due

-
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DECONTAMINATION PROCEDURES
The problem of decontamination presents a number of complex aspects, especially with regard to the
circumstances under which the process should be
attempted and to what extent it should be carried
out. It is probably true to state that, in general, given
enough time and effort, any structure or equipment,
unless it consista largely of porous materials, can be;
at least partially, decontaminated. The question as
to whether this will be worth while depends on (a)
the importance of the structure or equipment, ( b )
the feasibility in the circumstances, and ( c ) the risk
involved. If there will be an over-all saving of life
or material, or a protection of health not otherwise
~ossible.and if the time element makes immediate
action necessary, then a decontamination operation
is justifiable.
An important aspect of the feasibility and risk
factors of decontamination is how to carry out the
process in a manner that will avoid exposing the
operating personnel to excessive dosages of radiation.
This will, in general, mean that any individual can
be permitted to work in the contaminated area for
a very short time, perhaps only a. few minutes per
week.
In connection with decontamination procednree, I t would b6 helpful to know the amoust .of a&d&&tion one might expect at a specific time following
the detonation. It is impossible, however, to make any
predictions as to what condition will exist. I t will
depend upon many factors such as the type of buret
(air, ground, underwater). Following arn air b#
Bath reeidual and induced radiation will'be minimal.
Following a ground burst it will depend upon the
character of the soil. At Eniwetok where the coral
is saturated with sodium the induced radiation would
be important. This would not be the case in other'
localities. Direction and velocities of wind are a
factor-a high wind causing wider dissemination and
thus reducing the concentration.
Thus an estimate of the situation will have to be
made on the spot, and a working plan evolved to
solve the problem. If the area is unimportant, radioactive decay may,suffice. If it is necessary to occupy
the area immediately, some plan of rotating individuals or removing contaminated material may be
necessary. The permissible extent of exposure of
personnel will depend upon the urgency of the
situation.

found its way into the water supply, contamination
will be largely a surface phenomenon. The contaminant may be mechanically held on the surface or in
pores or crevices, it may be imbedded to some extent
by the force of the blast, or it may be adsorbed by
~ h ~ s i cor
a l chemical forces as ions, atoms, molecules
or larger aggregates. It is probable that following an
atomic explosion, contamination may occur in one,
two or more of these ways, and successful decontamination methods should be capable of dealing with
all of them. However, as a general rule, a degree of
decontamination adequate to the specific needs of a
situation may be achieved by removing radioactive
material held by only one or perhaps two of these
mechanisms.
The actual process of decontaminating material
and equipment can be resolved into two-stages; first,
immediate emergency measures, so as to permit continued operation, and second,. final decontamination
operations of a more thorough. nature. Although the
degree of decontamination achieved by the initial
treatment may not be large, it will at least reduce
the phyeiological hazard to an extent that will ~ + e
6P;dracticd.

EMERGENCY MEASURES

The decontamination of personnel who have come
ints contact with m d i o d v e mate$al ip, gf course,
a ,primary m
pStyma&+
v a t mew of E& material to the
taminated, clothing should be removed and disposed
of, by burial,' for example, in such a manner as to
prevent the spread of the radioactivity into uncontaminated areas, like the interiors of buildings.
Radioactive substances, especially beta emitters not
accompanied by gamma radiation, when in close contact with the skin may represent a much greater
hazard than would be indicated by an instrument
held an inch or two away. Consequently, attention
must be paid to cleansing any exposed surfaces of
the body. A very fair degree of decontamination of
the exposed skin can be achieved by vigorous rubbing
with soap and water, paying particular attention to
the hair, nails, skin folds, and areas surrounding
body openings, and with due care to avoid abrasion.
*Certain synthetic detergents, of which many are now
on the market, soapless household cleansers, have
been found to be especially effective in this connecTHE TIME ELEMENT
In view of the fact that in the course of time the tion.
If the soap and water treatment does not produce
radioactivity of any contaminated body will decrease,
time may be regarded, in a sense, as a universal d e the desired decrease in activity, chemical agents, if
available, may be used on the ski+- Depilatory or
contaminating agent.
Except where a porous material has absorbed a keratolytic agents, such as a mixture of barium sulfide
radioactive liquid or where radioactive material has and starch, will lead to the removal of material held

l . %5

5

'

or fmal, the safety of personnel is a n essential consideration. The immediate emergency measures must
consequently be delayed, until the activity has
decayed sufficiently to permit operation without
excessive risk. Those directly employed in the decontaminating work shduld wear suitable protective
clothing, of rubber if necessary, and should be provided with rubber boots and gloves. If spray or dust
is produced in the operation goggles, and masks must
'

LUG

WULY.

SHIELDING DURING DECONTAMINATION
Shielding, whether by distance, terrain, walls,
structures, etc., must be used as advantageously as
paesible. For errample, the decontamination of a
building or a ship should be started from a suitable
position in the interior, where the actiyity will probably be less than on the outside. In this connection
it is recomxpeudeii that installations of strategic importance, in a situation where, contamination is a
possibility, should be provided with hosing down

V

active residues. They must not be allow to recontaminate newly exposed or adjacent surfaces, nor muet
they be permitted to becede an inhalation or ingestion hazard in the form of dust. During an operation,
these requirements can be met by wetting down the
surfaces with water or with solutionrv of certain chemicals which dissolve the solid particles.
Physical methods of surface removal are often
-difficult because they involve much labor and sometimes special equipment. Methods employing alirad o n w e perhaps the mod effective; yet sandblasting,
Jor example, was wed successfully in decontaminating large areas of the Bikini target vessela. The wet
sandblasting method can also be employed for the
decontamination of unprotected concrete. This pmcedure leaves large volumes of sand and water, eontaining . the active material, and although their
disposal may prqaent a problem, the fact that the
contaminant is thereby considerably diluted is some
compensation.
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active smoke. If the contamination is not too serious,
laundering may be effective ifi reducing the activity
sufEbiently to permit reuse. In most cases, it is probable that interior walls and floors of houses and build- *
ings, if still survibing after an atomic explosion,
could be decontaminated by thorough washing. They
could then be repainted, papered, or varnished according to circumstances.

.,
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DECONTAMINATION OF FOOD
AND WATER
Properly overed foods should undergo little or no
contamination. The same will be true of canned
goode or any materials in impenious, dustproof wrappings. There appears to be no feasible means for
salvaging unprotected food, either in the home, the
store or in the Gelds, which has become radioactively
contaminated.
he contamination of water supplies might arise

to withhold the supply until it is reasonably safe for
human consumption. It should. be remembered in this
connection that since the yater is taken internally,
alpha and beta activity, as well as gamma activity,
is important.
In some cities water is taken directly from a river
and merely chlorinated before being supplied for
domkstic consumption. If no alternative source of
water is availablein case of emergency, consideration
should be given to the provision of cationic and
anionic exchange columns or beds to be used if the
regular supply should become contaminated. Home
water softeners might
the same
hospitals and on ships sufficient water for emergency
purposes could be obtained by distillation. It was
found at Bikini, for example,that contaminated
water when distilled was perfectly
safe for drinking
purposes; the radioactive material remained behind
in the residual scale and brine. I t should be empha-

ideal earface for the purpose in mind should have

.

iw

If a reeervoiror river is seriously contaminated, specific surface area, i. e., ares per unit mam, pornmy,

-

and the water is not subjected to coagulatioq or filtration, as described above, the water may be unfit for
consumption for several days. However, because of
dilution and natural decay of the radioactivity, the
will decrease with time. It
degree of
be necessary, in cases of this kind, to subject
. the water to careful examination for radioactivity and

-

and chemical and surface activity as small as poss&le.
There are indications at present that certain materials such as polyethylene, have them d e i r ~ b l e
propeflleb and these substances could be used to
form thin surface layers on variou~ idea ot. eqdp
ment.
Structural materials; edncrete, brick, and soft
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The injurious effects to personnel resulting from radiation should be a very small fraction of the total.
After a shallow underwater burst the number of
an atomic explosion may be divided into three categories: these are, blast injuries, burns, and nuclear casualties from blast and burns will also be diminradiation injuries. Although at least 50 percent of ished. However, some casualties might arise from
the fatal casualties due to the atomic bombings of exposure to the radiation from fission products and,
japan were caused by burns of one kind or another, to a lesser extent, material which has escaped fission,
it is virtually impossible to determine the relative spread over an appreciable area by the base surge
importance of the various factors. Many people who and the fall-out. During the first two months or more

was killed. Among those who survived the immediate
results of the explosions at Hiroshima and Nagasaki,
a umber died later from what was ascribed to radiation sickness; these were believed to represent from
5 to 15 percent of the total number of fatal casual-

burst of 2,000 feet.
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NUCLEAR RADIATION EFFECTS
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The ijorioos effect. of radiation from an atomic
bomb represents an aspect of an atomic explosion
which is completely absent from conventional bomb
' bursts. While nuclear radiation may definitely be a
hmard, the extent of which will depend on the type
of atomic explosion, it is by no means to be regarded
as being of dominating significance. In Japan a maximum of 15 percent of the fatalities were attributed
to radiation, compared with over 50 percent due to
buras.
It has long been known that excessive exposure to
a ~ yradiation, for example, X-rays, alpha and beta
particles, gamma rays, and neutrons, capable of producing ionination in living tissues, san cause injury
to the organism. After the discovery of X-rays and
radioactivity toward the end of the nineteenth century, eerious and sometimes fatal exposure to the
radialtione were sustained by radiologists, before the
dangers were fully realized. With the *passag& of
time, however, means for providing protection were
developed and serioue overexposure became less frequent, although occasional accidents have occurred
with personnel operating radiographic equipment,
powerful X-ray machines in industrial laboratories,
cyclotrons, etc., or working with radioactive materials.

A. a general mle. the exposures in these cases were
limited to certain parts of the body, and the effects
were referred to as radiation injuries. These included
local destruction of tissue, loss of hair, and temporarg
sterility. In a very few instances there had been accidental exposure of large parts of the body to an overdose of radiation, and this led to systemic, rather than
or in addition to a rocalized effect. This systemio,
disease is called radiati-on sickness.
Before the boinbings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki,
radiation sickness was a rare occurrence, but in these
attacks exceptionally large numbers of individuals
were exposed to gamma rays of varying inteneity.
There were consequently available for analysis a wide
variety of forms and severities of the illness in a large
group of people who had absorbed radiation dosages
covering a considerable range, from insignificant
ciuantities t
cating facto
ualties acco
for many vic
mechanical
general conclusions have been drawn
the effects of nuclear radiation ~ I A the*
ism.

a
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OVERWHOLEBODY
Acute dose
0-25 r................................................No
.. obvious mjury.
e
25-50 ..............----------..-----.------...----.-.--.
Pomible blood changes but no serious injury.
50-100
B l o o d - 1 changes, some injury, no disability.
100-200 ...............................................
Injury, poaaible disability.
2OO-400 -..-.......--.--------.---.-.--.---.---.-.----Injury and disability certain, dea& posdle.
M0.-...-..........-----..--.--------------------.-----.---Fa- to '50 percent.
600 or more...............-.----.-------------------Fatal.
......_......------.m--.--.-----.--.-----.-...--

RADIATXQN SI&&~
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w d of t
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radiation received,within a brief perioa 'af @5 4re
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t*
pe-s
who were &me- distance.
.
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The' .iLI@arS rcwEe$~g
Piwy aoedqate Warn of
radiatiosl prmena &iichAfhem e picture as in the
cam L ~mo?
f
ee?re2 expoam* except that t h i onset

sibb to p d c t a definite mum of - l * a h c q c q ,h
gewr& hwerar, the mare seud* the esdy &tag& of'
~sdi'kioaa i e i c n q the 1o+r tap4 mote, d i 5 d t
.
will be the process of memtrsry.
,,
w e erpnorsa of fi+n 25 io
r bver the whda
. is baa abnapt and the symptoms me leq marked. body may produce in3d atld 'Fdmawbat ~ d & t & e
, . Them h a p Bs a %o-anedlatent period, % to 2 weeks sy-mpt& or there may be hothfng me$= Qm -the.
qt *oret fdovving exposure du& which the
chzirtmterietic b l o o d ~ ~ to' ac ~ ~E X ~ Q9xt-t.
P
. jet h ~sot di+,lmg ilhees and. oaa pmamd w3fb Disabling ;Unmie not w@&n, g&d e x p o d 3ndidd.bis a p i w occupation. The uaual ayniptome, buch as nab sbou1d be able to proceed with thtiir maala&tieis.
twbf &&.rite, malaise, loss of hair, diarrhoea, a d
A sirnplised a-msry
of ~ h J + n l + O d aPptomi &f
radiation
eicknqobtained
from data oollected in
,-Wdea:y
to
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are
mot
v
e
q
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,
d i e & ie typical of ra4iation,&cknese, are fopnif, but
Of,the biolagical conaeqnences.to? ekpqum of the
. ?
/
x&i&w %heir sevehtj no* %h&rpersistence ia aa w b I e body to a large &gh d ~ a eof radiadoa, per,
,
with patients receiving larger doses of -.haps the most characteristic are the &ang* whf*
.@mreare rio aopplicationa, due .to injur- take place'in7thebldod. Sooa after expowe tfkth
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. Time after

Lethal dose (600 r )

erposure

: q a ~ % e and
a yomiting aftm 1-2

Haw.. -

First week

Median lethal dqse (400 r )

Moderate dose (300-100 r )

N w e a apd vomitiilig after 1-2 hours.

,

No definite symptoms.
Diarrhoea.
Vomiting.
Inflammation of mouth and throat. No definite symptoms.

----.
...........L.....--..------second week

Fever.
Rapid loss of weight.
, Death.
(Mortality probably 100 percent.) Beginning of the loss of hair.

-

No definite symptama.

Loss of appetite and general malaise.
Third week

Fever.

...............................
--.

Severe inflammation of mouth and
throat.

Fourth week

*.--.-----.-..-.-------.----.-.

Lose of hair.
Lose of appetite and general malaise.
Sore throat.
Pallor.

Pdoo
Petechiae.
Petechiae, diarrhoea, and nosebleeds. ~ i a r r h o e a .
Moderate lose of weight.
(Recovery likely- pnleee complicatec'
Rapid emaciation.
by poor previous health or snperi
Death.
(Mortality probably 50 percent.)
. posed injuries o r infections.)
-

26

After about a week the white blood cells had
reached their low point, and then their number began to increase, in patients who were in process of

-

The main function of the white blood cells in the
blood is to defend the body against infection and to
remove injured tissue. Most bacterial infections,
wbether localized or generalized, stimulate an outpouring of the white blood cells. These cells then
restrict the infection and overcome it. The failure
of the bone marrow and of the lymphoid tissues to
prbduce white blood cells, respectively, as a result

of some virus infection, such as acute influenza, at
the time of the bomb explosion, for the white blood
cell count would then be low in any event. On the
whole, however, the combination of such circumstances may be discounted.

lt should be emphasized that the white blood cell
count can be used as an indication of radiation sick.
ness
,hen the
has heen at lead
erately severe.

TREATMENT
'While little of a specific nature can be done in the

PATHOLOGY OF RADIATION SICKNESS
P

;

8

-

The damage caused by radiation yndoubtedly originates in the individual cells.
Different types of cells show remarkable variations
in their response to radiation. It has been stated that
primitive, that is, less highly specialized, cells, such
as white blood corpuscles 'and reproductive cells, are
more sensitive than are more highly specialized tissues; brain cells, nerve cells. However, although this
rule applies in certain instances, it is not generally
reliable. ,The giant ameba, for example, which is a
primitive cell, is very resistant to radiation, while 'the
highly specialized, ciliated epithelial cells of the
windpipe 'of mammals have a high sensitivity. In general, it is the nucleus of the cell which reacts to radiation, whereas the cytoplasm ig not so sensitive. Hence,
a large cell with muck cytoplasm, such as the giant
amebi, is not greatly affected by radiation, but a

small cell containing a large percentage of nuclear
material will be sensitive. Rapidly multiplying or
actively reproducing cells are on the whole more
radiosensitive than are those in a more quiescent
state.
Of the more common tissues, the radiosensitivity
decreases in the following order: lymphoid tissue and
bone marrow; epithelial cells (testes and ovaries,
salivary glands, skin and mucous membrane) ; endotbelial cells of blood vessels and peritoneum; connective tissue cells; muscle cells, bone cells; and
nerve cells.

EFFECTS ON THE REPRODUCTIVE
ORGANS
Almost every postmortem examination of males
dying from radiation sickness revealed profound
changes in the testes. Even as early as the fourteenth

RESIDUAL RADIATION HAZARDS

.;
i

In an atomic explosion, the radiation sickness dis~ s e din the preceding sections would be almost exthe result of the initial nuclear radiations,
rly the gamma rays. The possible biological
the radioactive contamination; fission c rodts and plutonium or uranium, which is responsible
he residual radiations will now be considered.
should be emphasized at the outset that a radiop a l hazard due to these radiations is likely to
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arise in special circumstances oply. In the case of a
high or moderately high air bprst, the danger will
be essentially nonexistent. There was no evidence.
after the atomic explosions in Japan that any radiation i n j u q or sickness resulted from the fission products or the bomb material. However, an underground
burst or an underwater burst accompanied by a
base surge could lead to contazina66n of inhabited
areas, in which case the hazard due to residual r'adia-

-

.-

*
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ugh breaks in the skin.

EXTERNAL RADIATION
der to reach the underlying tissue. Because of
short range in air, and even shorter range
out 0.05 mm.) in tissue, alpha particles are upradiation hazard.

,, internal hazard.
The hazard represented by a particular ingested
radioactive substance-will depend on its solubility,
chemical proper tie^ physicalstate, etc., for these will
determine how much will be absorbed from the

RADIATION IN THE BODY
The chances of radioactive material entering the

ination from

An isotope with'a very short radioactive half-life
will beyitably 'have a short biological half-life, but
for edstances with moderate or long radioactive halflives, the biological haIf-life may be long or short,
' depending on whether the particular isotope tends to
be concentrated in the body or not. In general, a substance with a fairly long biological half-life is to be
regarded ae an internal hazard. The biological halflife of plutonium in'man, for example, is very long,
This indicates that once plutonium has been fixed in
the body, it is eliminated at an extremely slow rate,
the lose being due almost entirely to the natural
radioactive decay. On the other hand, the biological
half-life of cesium 137 is about 15 days, compared
with a radioactive half-life of 37 years. This element
is evidently easily eliminated from the system.
In addition to the biologica_l half-life, the injury
caused by a given radioisotope in the system will de-

-

in the number of white and red "blood cells. T h h
would be associated with extreme weakness and
anemia. Malignant growths may s&equentlrp develop
in those regions where the radioactive material has
concentrated. It may be mentioned that no form of
internal radiation illness has been observed as a result of an atomic explosion; the effects described
above have heen derived from animal experiments.
Plutonium compounds tend to concentrate in the
liver and spleen, and also on certain surfaces of bone.
In spite of their short range, the continued action of
the ,alpha particles, due to the long biological halflife of plutonium, causes severe damage to tissues,
such as the marrow and the spleen, where various
blood cells are formed.
For normal peacetime'working conditions, the permissible quantity of plutonium which may be fixed
in the body is taken to be the extremely small amount

ing tissue, with a consequent reduction in the
'
constituent cells of the blood.
One-qf the earliest systemic effects of a relatively
large dose of bternal radiation would be a reduction

Although urajnium is also a chemical paison, it is
highly iinprobable that sufficient amounu could be
absorbed in the body following an atomic explosion
to have any toxic effects.

Because of the possible importance of the subject
for the future of *the human race, no discussion of
radiation injury would be complete without consideration of the genetic effects. These effects differ from
most other changes produced by radiation in that
they appear to be cumulative and, within limits, in-

dependent of the dosage rate of tne energy of the
radiation.
The mechanism of heredity is essentially similar in
all sexually reproducing plants and animals including
man. The mate+al%responsiblefor hheritance is organized into .discrete structures,
th6 chromosomes,
A

radiation in
Ip the face of the l?rge n u d e r of g a p
our
knowledge, it is hard to arrive at meaningful pactieal

adcurate estimates will not be poesible until many
more basic human genetics data are available.
Obviously, a calculated risk is involved,' for the
bomb might explode in closer proximity, in which

,the first generation.
certain types of chromosomal aberration6 is much
greater in mice than it is in the fruitfly. Bowever, if
&e mice are not bredLuntilsome time after the exposure to radiation, the frequency of such chromosomal
aberrations is greatly reduced. The important practi-

erent ener

data required. The At
sion is carrying out a
study of survivors of
Nagasaki. Large seale
supply reliable data
chromosome aberra
sive genetic studies
ing acute and chro
ply information
lethal mutations i
cytological effects

'

ION OF PERSONNEL
must be given to possible contamination of areas,
structures, and equipment. Monitoring of regions

of fire fighters and rescue teams.
e detailed monitoring may be rech areas are safe for occupation.
It should be emphasized that in the event of a high
air burst, the radioactive contamination would be

<

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
Consideration of the more drastic measures which
might be taken to minimize damage from atqmic
weapons, such as dispersion and underground construction, is beyond the scope of this book, but'mention may be made of a number of steps which can
be taken to reduce both the personal casualties and
the physical damage effects of an atomic explosion.
The essential purpose is to provide the basic data for
the planning of protective and control measures, and
many important factors, other than the direct effect
of atomic weapons, are involved.

at minimum cost. But existing structures can, in many
cases, be strengthened so as to make them more resistant to blast, fire, and radiation, thus increasing
the protection afforded to personnel and equipment.
For example, blast damage can be reduced by
strengthening structures, particularly against lateral
and downward forces. It is desirable to keep to a
minimum fixtures, ornamental plaster, or other interior treatments that might be dislodged when the
buildings are subjected to violent forces. The fire
hazard may be decreased by avoidance of exposed
inflammable material; and general protection against

..
IN CONNECTION WITH ATOMIC BOMB RAIDS*
Q. Will it be possible for a warning to be given in

at the light. Try to cover all exposed parts of the
case of an atomic bomb raid?.
body. If you are in the open, fall on your stomA. You probably will have enough warning so that
ach, with back toward the explosion, and cover
you can seek shelter. Do this at once! If you
the neck and head by crossing your arms over
are i n or near a building which has a basement,
them. If you are in the street and some sort of
go there. Lie next to a wall or against the base
protection such as a doorway, a corner or a tree
of a strong supporting.column. Stay away from
is no more than a step or two away, you may take
windows. If there is no basement available or
shelter there with your back to the light and in a
it is already fully occupied, go to a lower floor in
crouched position. No attempt should be made
the building. If possible, stay off the upper floors
to reach a shelter if it is several steps off. If you
if the building is high, and off the ground floor
are inside a building, drop to the floor with your
if it has large glass areas. Keep close to an inside
back to the window, or crawl beneath a table,
wall and away from windows with your back to
desk or counter. The safest places inside a buildthem. If you are out of doors in a vehicle or on
ing are the interior parts and it is desirable to
foot, go to the nearest building as above or into
keep as close to these as possible. Wait at least
the nearest subway station. If no such shelter is
ten seconds before rising.
available nearby, lie down in the nearest ditch - Q. If I am injured, burned, or believe that I have
or gutter or against the babe af the nearest wall.
absorbed harmful radiations, what shall I do?
Cover yourself with newspapers, raincoat, or any- A. .Seek medical aid promptly if you are able to
thing handy. Stay sheltered until the all clear
move, wait your turn at an aid station and allow
signal is given.
those more seriously injured than yourself to be
9. If an atomic bomb should be exploded without
treated first. If you are unable to move but can
warning, what can I do?
talk, be calm and call for help.
A. The first indication of an atomic burst would be Q. Suppose some contaminated material falls on me
or is blown on my clothing and skin, what can I
a sudden increase is light. If possible, don't look
&
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do about it?
A. If you can get to a source of clothing that you
know is uncontaminated, and can do this immediately, then get rid of what you are wearing.
If there ia no water available for washing yourself, take mme newspapers, rags, sand, or anything along those lines and give yourself a dry
bath. Be careful not to rub any particles into
the skin as this can be very dangerous. In the event that you are fasfrom a source of clothing
and can not get to any within a reasonable period
of time, take off your clothes, scrub yourself with
some soil, sand, etc. Shake out your clothing
thoroughly, being sure to face downwind when
you do this, get dressed and head f ~ the
r nearest aid statidn or hospital. to be treated.
Q. Suppose I am not harmed in any way, and get
hungry, what can I eat or drink safely?
A. Anything that is canned should be safe'to eat.
Water should bk distilled before drinking. An
emergency distilling unit can be made at home.

Q.
A.

Q.
A.

9.
A.

ointments for 1st degree only. Don't open blistern; use boiled water if possible.
Will there be problems in sanitation?
There might be a failure in the sewage system,
in which case all refuse and garbage should be
burned or buried.
Will transportation and communication be affected?
Y&. Transportation within- two miles of ground
zero will be seriously hampered due to rubble in
the streets. All overhead communication and
power lines within two to threp miles of ground
zero will most likely be blown down. It is possible that telephone and telegraph exchanges
may be destroyed within the target area.
If a house is contaminated by radioactive particles, what can be done?
Water will wash away a large part of the contamination. Concrete can be sandblasted and
where it is suspected that the paint on a wall is
contaminated, a blowtorch .can be used effec-

Q. If I am in a shelter when the bomb explodes,
A. Nausea appears nne to two hours after exposure
unless the dosage was moderate. In that case the
first symptom would be loss of hair and would
appear in about three weeks.
Q. How can I get rid of contaminated clothing and
household objects?
A. Bury them at least two feet below the surface of
the ground, or if you can bum them in such a
way that the contaminated particles can not be
dispersed, then burn them.
Q. What types of injuries will be most common?
A. Burns, bruises, fractures, radiation injuries.
Q. Should the bums be treated in any special way?
A. No. They should be treated the same as any other
burn, observing the symptoms: 1st
red; 2nd degree--skin blistered; 3rd degree-destruction of tissue; also that shock is severe if the
burn is extensive. Remove only as much clothing
as necessary, leaving it if stuck. Apply baking
soda or epsom salts (2 or 3 tablespoonsful to
water) or tannicacid (5% solutjon
quart of
or jelly). Give lots of water to drink. Never urn
iodine or absorbent conon on a bum, and use

what shall I dp?
A. Stay there till the all clear or for at least five
minutes after the explosion of the bomb. This
will protect you from the shock wave and the
instantaneous radiations.

SPECIAL POINTS TO EEMEMBER
Most injuries and.deaths are due to being thrown
Or being
or flying
objects and glass.
Taking shelter or shielding your body will protect
you from the second largest cause of i n j u e - flash
b
After the explosion, watch out for incidental fires
cawed by short circuits, escaping gas, or open fires.
DO whatever you can to put them out or keep them
from spreading. If leaks occur, turn off the gas and
water where they enter the building.
The radioactivity of the atomic bomb, while serious, has been exaggerated.. Actually it causes less
casualties than blast or heat. Since radioactivity may
linger after an explosion, don't be in too much of a
hurry to leave your home or shelter after a raid. Wait
for the all clear signal before you leaye.
* Copyright MCML Authentic Publications, Inc.
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One of the principal causes of damage being fire, planning
for central of fire fighting ie of prime importance.
I

Adequate facilities are required for clearing away debris for
rescue work as well as for handling fire%aid 4
1 ~ ~ 2 0 ~
EBBW.

I
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Hospitals as well as temporary stations will be called upon ta.
treat flaah burns, the second largest Eiuse of injury.

Many blood transfusions will be needed in cases of wounds
and to r e d i ~ r rahnrk.
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ATOMIC BOMB PRECAUTIONS
in a "NUTSHELL9'*
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Salient features of the detailed information on
Atomic Bomb Precautions given in this book are:
YOUare not defenseless; the atomic bomb has limitations; being informed is one of the most important
aspects of a Defense and Safety Program.

THE POWER OF THE ATOMIC BOMB
n:

-.

,:'

While the atomic bomb is thousands of times as
~owerful as a conventional bomb, its destructive
force is limited by the conditions under which it is
exploded, its limitations being dependent not only on
the size of the bomb, but also on the height of the
explosion, as well as the preparedness of the population and its defense forces. The type of explosion and
its location are also critical factors.

*, a ball
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IMMEDIATE EFFECTS OF AN
ATOMIC BOMB EXPLOSION
'

The blast effecta of the atomic bomb depend upon
of reinthe type of building construction,
forced concrete, wood frame, heavy steel frame, etc.,
as well as on the site itself. Recently General Lucius
D. Clay, head OT the New York State Civilian Commission, made the following estimate of roba able
damage to New York City.
Within three-quarters of a mile of the burst, "substantial destruction'' of all except modern reinforced
concrete and heavy steel frame buildings; up to one
and one-half miles, complete destruction of most old
style brick and frame buildings, and serious damage
to modern buildings. Slight damage (plaster and
glass) up to eight miles away. For at least two miles
from the burst, streets blocked by rubble, and power,
light and water lines knocked out.
Buildings in the United States should stand UP to
damage about as well as in Japan,-with the exception of the newer buildings in Japan which were
earthquake proof and were sturdier than most American buildings, and which are comparable to the
earthquake proof buildings in California, etc.
Within a half mile of ground zero, between 85%
and 90% of the people would be killed by blast, heat
radiation, radioactivity or rubble. From one-half to
three-quarters of a mile away, approximately 50%
would die if exposed to radiations. Also at this distante, flash burn would still be dangerous and there
would be many casualties, with some fatalities, resulting from flash burns and radiations. Bums, rubble
and flying glasswould be mortality factors as f a r
away as mile and a half.
The total number of casualties at Hiroshima was
about 70,000 people killed and about 70,000 injured.
However, in a city such as New York, the casualties
would far exceed that number under certain
tions, and there could be as many as 250,000 within
onemhalfmile of ground center.

AFTER-EFFECTS OF AN
ATOMIC BOMB EXPLOSION

cuits as well as from gamma rays.

After an air burst, in which the bomb explodes
about 2,000 feet above the ground, residual radiation
would not be a problem. It would be safe to drive
into the area within a few minutes of the explosion
and remain for a moderate period of time with
safety. After six hours, the area would be safe to walk
through. I n many cases, however, the delayed effects
of radiation disease may not show up for periods
of from two to three weeks. The majority of these
people would recover as the Japanese records show
that radiation alone was responsible for about 10%

.
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TARGETS

Washington, Detroit, San Francisco, San Diego, Los
Angelea and Philadelphia would be liable to attack.
Also industrial towns housing oil refineries, steel
mi114 airplane factories, chemical plan% railroad
marshalling yards, etc., would be potential targets.

-

bock toward the b b t ad to hug the
survivors within two milesof ground zero
probably receivea dose of radiatiOn,,~fone is
indoor. and sees the flash, he should at once get rnder
a
or bed.
keep
gm,d.

DEFENSE AND SAFETY PROGRAM

cover an extensi
miles. Therefore,
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